
 
 
Dear Councillor 
 
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE - MONDAY, 26 SEPTEMBER 
2022 

 
I am now able to enclose for consideration at the above meeting the following 
reports that were unavailable when the agenda was printed. 

 
Agenda Item 

No. 
 

LATE REPRESENTATIONS(Pages 3 - 18) 
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DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT 
COMMITTEE – 26th SEPTEMBER 2022 

LATE REPRESENTATIONS SUMMARY 

3(a) 22/01526/FUL - Change of use of land to domestic curtilage 

and erection of 2m high fence (and associated landscaping). 

Demolition of existing car port/garage and erection of single storey 

extension. 9 Ditchfield Somersham PE28 3HU 

Error in paragraph 1.2 of officer report (page 9 of reports pack). The 

land is not under the ownership of the applicants at present. However, 

relevant notice has been served on the owners of the land (HDC) and 

all relevant consultations have been carried out with the Parish Council 

and Local Ward member. A press notice (in the Hunts Post) has also 

been issued. The matter has also been through cabinet. An overview of 

this is provided in the submitted Planning Statement.  

4(a) 22/01102/FUL - Construction of new dwelling with associated 

outbuilding and parking (part retrospective) 9 Alabama Way St Ives 

PE27 6SH 

Response below from the Senior Development Management Officer in 

regards to the need for an additional condition: 

A condition is required to be added at paragraph 7.15 of the officer 

report in regards to the high level window serving bedroom 4 facing the 

rear private amenity space of No.7 Alabama Way.   

The text should read: 

A small High-level window serving a bedroom is shown on the 

submitted drawings.  This window (serving bedroom 4) has a cill height 

of approximately 1680mm from finish floor level as confirmed by the 

agent and has potential to overlook the private amenity space of No.7 

Alabama Way.  To ensure this window does not impact on the rear 

private amenity space of No.7 Alabama Way a condition will be added 
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to the decision notice (should members be minded to approve the 

application) ensuring the window is top hung and permanently fitted 

with obscured glazing in accordance with Policy LP14 of the Local Plan.   

The condition should also be added to the list of conditions at section 8. 
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4(b) 22/00501/FUL - Change of use from C3 (dwellinghouse) to C2 

(care home). 31 West End Brampton PE28 4SD 

Paragraph 6.3 of the committee report  

To confirm, details of the bin store and cycle parking area are not for 

consideration at this stage. The recommendation, as set out in Section 

8 of the committee report, that details of the cycle and bin storage are 

required to be approved via planning conditions remains unchanged. 

 

Additional representations received 

Further to publication of the Committee Report further representations 

have been received.  

These include 8 of support which are summarised below, but do not 

raise any additional matters. 

- The relevant issues have been carefully considered and the 

change of use will provide a beneficial service. 

- Good to know that the care home is recommended for approval. 

- Wish to voice support as all relevant issues have been carefully 

considered and it will be a beneficial use. 

- Will create a vital community service. 

- Suitable accommodation for the change of purpose. Large 

driveway for parking and large garden for children’s needs. 

- No legitimate reasons given to halt this development. 

- Encouraging that a project is being brought about to help the 

vulnerable in our society. 

 

3 further representations from local residents (including 2 from one 

address) have been received raising detailed objections. Full copies of 

these are attached. A verbal update will be provided to Members as 

part of the Officer’s presentation on this Committee item. These 

representations, however, raise no material planning grounds to alter 

the Officer’s recommendation. Both Senior and Legal Officers of the 

Council have also been made aware of the contents of these 

representations.  
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4(c) 22/00879/S73 - Variation of condition C20 (off site works as per 

plan prior to commencement) for 17/01375/OUT to reconcile the 

approved planning drawings pursuant to condition 20 with the 

associated completed off-site Section 278 works Land North East 

Of Mandene Gardens Great Gransden 

Since the publication of the officer report the following neighbour 

representation has been received from No.19 Sand Road, Great 

Gransden. 

“Dear Councillors, 

I would be grateful if you could please consider the following evidence 

and question the Officer’s and others’ claims that this junction is safe in 

its current layout, including their claims that the kerb face acts as a 

deterrent and thereby affords pedestrians some protection: 

#1 shows damage to the kerb and pavement from repeated daily 

incursions by large vehicles on this blind corner. It also shows vehicle 

scuff marks on the back wall highlighting the extreme risk pedestrians 

take when using this pavement in its current layout, exacerbated by the 

absence of a refuge area for those in immediate danger. 

#2 shows the extent of the incursions on the other side of the junction, 

highlighting the manner in which large vehicles use this junction. 

#1 Sand Road/East Street junction – Sept 2022 
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#2 Sand Road/East Street junction – Sept 2022   

 

  

 

 

 

 

The Officer’s recommendation pivots on a number of claims that ignore 

the fact this new pavement is on a blind bend ie it is not a straight 

stretch of pavement, so neither vehicular nor pedestrians users can see 

ahead for any real distance to prepare or take evasive action. 

We have gone from a dangerous junction to a very dangerous junction; 

one that is now unsuitable for any level of use, never mind after the 

addition of 40 new homes. 

Please refuse this application and instruct the Officer and the necessary 

authorities to consult with each other, the developer and the Parish 

Council to implement a solution that makes this junction much safer 

than its current state, whilst maintaining two-way access for standard 

saloon type vehicles. There must be a sensible solution to make this a 

safe place (ref NPPF2021).” 

Officer Response 

It is recognised that the new footpath wraps around the bend at the 

junction of Sand Road and East Street which accords with the layout 

indicatively shown on the plan submitted with the outline application and 

that approved by Huntingdonshire District Council under condition 
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discharge application 19/80334/COND. Visibility around the bend is 

limited by the private boundary hedging to the adjoining residential 

property. 

The highway safety concerns raised have been addressed within the 

officer report and consultee comments received from Cambridgeshire 

County Council Highways dated 18th July 2022. Specifically, as stated 

by the Cambridgeshire County Council safety auditor, it is considered 

that while this junction may see some overrun, (indicated by submitted 

photographs) many junctions do, usually by larger vehicles. However, it 

is unlikely to happen when occupied by pedestrians. This is because of 

the position of the driver while undertaking a turning manoeuvre, 

pedestrians would be clearly visible as it is the rear end of the vehicle 

that is generally the part of the vehicle mounting kerbing. It is also 

considered that the scheme improves connectivity and visibility for all 

users of Sand Road and this junction, seen previously, and is therefore 

a benefit to the wider community.  

It should be noted that the works have been completed under Section 

278 of the Highways Act 1980 which is separate to the planning 

process. However, condition 20 of the outline planning approval 

secured these off-site footpath works to be delivered as part of the 40-

dwelling residential development to make the application acceptable in 

planning terms. A similar scheme has been approved by 

Huntingdonshire District Council in consultation with Cambridgeshire 

County Council Highways under condition discharge application 

reference: 19/80334/COND. The difference between the approved 

scheme and that installed and seeking approval under this application is 

shown on the submitted Section 278 General Arrangement Plan. The 

differences are a reduction of 3cm – 4cm in width to the section of the 

footpath along East Street and 1cm reduced width to the section of the 

footpath along Sand Road. The justification for this reduced width is that 

a backing slab is required due to the difference in ground level. 
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Please find attached a technical flood risk appraisal using this link https://we.tl/tBxKh9ApH83 that 
has been prepared  Ambiental in relation to the above 
application. 

This expert technical appraisal confirms that: 

1. The existing dwelling/building falls within Flood Zone 3.  

2. That the application should not be supported/approved because the proposed development 
(taking into account the proposed mitigation measures) 
(1:100) annual exceedance probability flood event, for the lifetime of the development, with 
appropriate climate change allowances. 

3. As it has not been demonstrated that the proposed development will be safe throughout its 
lifetime, the Sequential Test should be applied, to determine whether there are any suitable sites in 
the area which are at a lower flood risk than the proposed site, and therefore would provide a better 
location. 

4. The proposed bin and cycle storage associated with the proposed development should be 
considered as part of the FRA to ensure that they are not affected by flood risk and that the 
development does not have an adverse impact on the wider flood risk. (And, dealing with the 
proposed bin and cycle storage by way of a condition would therefore not achieve this, not only in 
terms of flooding as identified in the attached technical appraisal but also in terms of access and 
parking/manoeuvrability provision). 

5. The flood warning and evacuation plan is not adequate, not appropriate, not safe and not 
consistent with the current Planning Policy Guidance and Environment Agency Guidance. 

6. The flood resilience and mitigation measures in the FRA are all general and their implementation 
(save for the inadequate and unsafe flood warning and evacuation plan) is qualified by the FRA as 

7.  The existing floor levels are not in accordance with national guidance for more vulnerable 
developments. For ground floor sleeping quarters/bedrooms it is normally advised they are 600mm 
above modelled flood levels in the climate change scenario. They should be raised to 11.85mAOD. 
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8. The flood risk will have a detrimental impact on the proposed children reside
amenity, and there are other safety issues associated with the brook at the rear of the property 
(located behind a small picket fence). 

The above points (amongst others) are set out, and explained in detail, in the attached technical 
appraisal. 

It is extremely important that the attached technical flood risk appraisal is taken into account by 
Hunts DC especially as it identifies inaccuracies, and other substantial issues, with the latest FRA and 
FWEP that have been relied upon in the offi

We should be grateful if you would confirm receipt of this email and its attachment. 

Kind regards 

Owners/Occupiers of 33 West End, Brampton. 
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